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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Niger Delta suffers from an epidemic of oil spills. Every year hundreds damage the environment and devastate the lives of people living there. Neither the powerful actors in the oil industry, nor the Nigerian government, have yet been able to put into practice lasting solutions that prevent the spills, and then clean them up effectively. The cumulative impact of decades of contamination makes the Niger Delta, Africa’s most important oil-producing region, one of the most polluted places on earth.

This report presents the findings of a unique investigation into the operational practices of the oil industry in the Niger Delta. It is the result of hundreds of hours of work by more than 3,500 Amnesty International supporters and activists, based in 142 different countries. They took part in Decode Oil Spills, a ground-breaking online project for crowdsourcing research.

The Decoders helped Amnesty International researchers analyse thousands of documents and photographs relating to oil spills that have been made public by two of the largest companies operating in the Niger Delta – the Anglo-Dutch company, Royal Dutch Shell (Shell), and Eni, from Italy.

The findings presented in this report build on previous research that exposed systemic flaws in the oil spill investigation process, which was conducted by Amnesty International and the Port Harcourt-based Centre for Education, Human Rights and Development (CEHRD) and was published in the 2013 report, Bad Information: Oil Spill Investigations in the Niger Delta.

According to Nigerian government regulations, the oil companies, accompanied by government and community representatives, are supposed to visit...
In response to campaigning by Amnesty International and other organisations, Shell was the first company to start publishing its JIV reports in 2011. In 2014, Eni followed suit. The data reveals that even though it has a smaller pipeline network than Shell, Eni has reported more spills in its area of operations since 2014. Both companies report drops in the number of spills year-on-year.

From 2011, Shell reported 1,010 spills, with 110,535 barrels or 17.5 million litres lost along the network of pipelines and wells that it operates. From 2014, Eni reported 820 spills, with 26,286 barrels or 4.1 million litres lost along the network of pipelines and wells that it operates.

**AFRICA’S LEAKIEST PIPELINE?**

JIV reports and photographs provide a wealth of information about the spills. These have a variety of causes. Some are the result of operational faults and poor maintenance, others of “third party interference”, such as sabotage or theft (also known in Nigeria as “bunkering”).

According to the company JIV forms, the majority of spills during this period were caused by “third party interference.” Shell reported that more than 80% of spills along its network during this period were caused by sabotage and theft. Eni reported that 89% were. The companies say that this means that the majority of spills and resultant pollution were not their fault.

There is no legitimate basis for such claims, as they are based on the flawed oil spill investigation process. But even if these figures were correct, it would not absolve the companies of responsibility. Nigerian law requires all pipeline operators to employ the best available technology and practice standards in all of their operations. These include measures to protect against spills resulting from third party interference, such as by strengthening or burying pipelines and increasing surveillance.

The Decoders project reveals that while oil spills have occurred over the whole network of Shell and Eni’s oil wells and pipelines, a handful of spill “hotspots” were repeatedly affected. As these acts were predictable, Shell and Eni should have taken appropriate measures to help prevent them, such as stepping up surveillance patrols.

For example, since 2014, Eni reported 262 spills along its 92km-long, “18” Tebidaba/Brass Pipeline,” in Bayelsa state. Given that no other African country reports anywhere near this number of spills, this could well be the continent’s leakiest stretch of pipeline. Eni blamed all but two of the spills on “third party interference”. Amnesty International’s analysis of JIV forms completed by the government regulator, the National Oil Spill Detection and Response Agency (NOSDRA), found that between 2014 and 2017, its agents had warned Eni on 162 different occasions to improve surveillance along the pipeline to prevent further spills.

Eni stated that after 2014 it had in fact taken measures to prevent attacks on this pipeline, such as increasing the frequency of aerial and ground surveillance, and that these measures had worked. It pointed to the fact that in 2017 it reported only four spills along the 18” Tebidaba/Brass Pipeline, compared to 162 in 2014.

Both companies say they have improved pipeline security in recent years, but neither publishes their plans to prevent spills, nor other relevant information, such as details of the condition of their pipelines and other assets, and the age of infrastructure, which would allow organisations and affected communities to independently verify these claims. Also, while both companies have recently reported drops in the number of spills in recent years, there are other possible explanations, such as the government programme to pay former militant groups to lay down their guns. The companies have also not explained why they did not introduce such protective measures earlier.
LONG DELAYS TO SPILL RESPONSE EXACERBATE POLLUTION

Regardless of the cause of a spill, Shell and Eni are responsible for limiting its harm: by acting promptly to prevent contamination, and then by cleaning up all pollution. Under Nigerian law, the oil companies are obliged to conduct the JIV within 24 hours of reporting the spill. Analysis of the time between the companies reporting a spill and conducting a JIV reveals that there is often a much bigger time lag. This matters because the companies frequently do not stop the leaks until during or after the JIV. Also, following industry practice in Nigeria, the companies do not start the clean up until after the JIV, which means that pools of spilled oil may be left untouched for long periods of time, which can result in the oil spreading. Delays therefore are not just a breach of Nigerian law but also result in worse contamination.

The JIV forms show that Shell responded within 24 hours of a spill occurring on only 26% of occasions, whereas Eni did so on 76% of occasions. It took Shell an average of seven days to respond to each spill, Eni an average of 2 days. Even though the number of spills Shell has reported is reducing, the data shows that its response to spills has become slower, although there was an improvement in 2017. This is highly irresponsible as Shell is fully aware that the longer it takes to respond, the higher the likelihood that the spill runs off in the environment and causes and contributes to further negative impacts on the right to water, health and livelihoods.

In most cases the companies provide no explanation in its JIV reports for the delays, and their cause is not obvious. For example, it took Shell 252 days to visit one spill, even though it was just outside the fence of a large facility operated by the Chevron oil company. This was not a remote location: it even has an airstrip.

For Eni, the figures are much better overall, however it still took the company 430 days to respond to a leak in Bayelsa state. Eni said that it has stopped the leak soon after detecting it, but the government reported that the spill continued for over a year. Eni did not provide a reason for the delay in its JIV report, however subsequently told Amnesty International that it was caused by the local community not granting them access.

The oil companies and NOSDRA frequently cite this reason, as well as poor weather, remoteness, or insecurity, for their slow response to spills. But the cause of delays is not routinely recorded; in most instances the time at which the spill is stopped is not included in the JIV report. While some JIVs mention that the spill was stopped previously, many note that spills are ongoing, and some photographs also appear to show the leaks continuing at the time of the JIV.

After reviewing publicly available information (including JIV reports) of the 10 slowest cases, Amnesty International found that only in three instances might such factors have caused or contributed to the delay (see Annex 1). In the other cases the companies reported no reasons for their delay in holding a JIV, nor did they provide any evidence in the JIV reports that access difficulties caused the delays.

Even in those cases when a company does stop the leak long before a JIV takes place, the delay matters because it is industry practice in Nigeria not to start the clean up until after one is completed. The United Nations Environment Programme has warned that such delays are leading to greater contamination of the Niger Delta, as the oil is spread, for example by rain, floods or river water.

UNRELIABLE OR MISLEADING INFORMATION

Amnesty International acknowledges that Shell and Eni may be more transparent than other companies operating in the Nigeria Delta since they publish JIV forms and other information. But analysis of this information shows that much of it is unreliable and misleading. This could mean that some communities
are not receiving the right amounts of compensation or any at all, and also that the full extent of oil contamination is not being properly reported.

For example, the companies assess the spilled oil at the time of the JIV, mainly by a visual estimation of the covered area. But if the JIV has been delayed, as many are, much of the lost oil may no longer be visible. This is especially so if the spill occurred in water. There were a total of 983 spills reported by the companies in swamps and in or around waterways during this period.

Once again Shell performed worse than Eni. It took Shell an average of 9.68 days to hold JIVs for spills on water (as opposed to 5.35 days for spills on land), while Eni took an average of 1.53 days (compared to 3.64 days on land).

The reported volume of lost oil is likely to be a major understatement. This results in companies not paying the correct amount of compensation to affected communities.

Regarding the cause of the spill, the companies assess this visually at the time of the JIV and then take photographs to support their assertions. Yet many photographs of the spill point do not appear to support them. Using observations initially made by the Decoders, and following expert advice from Accufacts, an oil pipelines consultancy, Amnesty International researchers have identified that at least 89 spills may have been wrongly labelled as theft or sabotage when in fact they were caused by “operational” faults. Of these, 46 are from Shell and 43 are from Eni. If confirmed, this would mean that dozens of affected communities have not received the compensation that they deserve. Amnesty International has therefore sent the details of these spills to the Nigerian government, requesting it reopen investigations.

**CONCLUSION**

According to the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (2011), companies have a responsibility to respect human rights wherever they operate in the world. This responsibility exists independently of a state’s ability or willingness to fulfil its own human rights obligations. So if a state where a company operates, such as Nigeria, is unable or unwilling to enforce applicable laws to protect human rights from abuse, the company must still act to ensure respect for human rights in their operations. The evidence presented in this report shows that Shell and Eni are failing to fulfill their responsibility to respect the human rights of communities living in the Niger Delta.

Shell and Eni are failing to operate responsibly and in line with Nigerian law and international best practice standards. For these reasons, Amnesty International considers Shell and Eni to be deliberately reckless and therefore wilfully negligent. Their failures are resulting in worse pollution in the Niger Delta, which has a negative impact on the rights of the people living there.

Amnesty International provided Shell and Eni with the opportunity to respond to the findings as detailed in the Methodology. Their responses are printed in full in Annex 3.

**KEY RECOMMENDATIONS**

The government of Nigeria must significantly strengthen its regulation of the oil industry and guarantee that the oil spill regulator, NOSDRA, has the necessary tools to ensure that companies take all reasonable steps to prevent spills and clean up those that do occur, as required by Nigerian law. The oil companies must stop making misleading statements about the causes and impact of leaks, and stop publishing false data. They must improve their operational practices in the Niger Delta. The home states of Shell and Eni, the UK, the Netherlands and Italy, also have important roles to play. They should step up support for the Nigerian government and require by law that extractive companies that have their headquarters in their countries undertake human rights due diligence measures throughout their global operations.
METHODOLOGY

Since 2009, Amnesty International has repeatedly highlighted the harm caused by the oil industry on communities in the Niger Delta. Working with organizations based in the region, Amnesty International has exposed the lack of accountability of the multinational corporations operating there, the industry’s lack of transparency and the absence of accessible information relating to oil spills and the environmental and human rights impacts of pollution. The findings presented in this report build on previous research conducted by Amnesty International and the Port Harcourt-based Centre for Education, Human Rights and Development (CEHRD) which was published in the 2013 report, Bad Information: Oil Spill Investigations in the Niger Delta. This exposed systemic flaws in the oil spill investigation process.

Since Amnesty International began campaigning on this issue, the industry has taken some steps to address some of the concerns. According to government regulations, the oil companies, such as the Anglo-Dutch multinational Royal Dutch Shell (Shell) and Italy’s Eni, accompanied by government and community representatives, are supposed to visit oil spill sites 24 hours after reporting a spill in order to assess key information. This includes: the date the spill started, its location, its likely cause and the amount of oil spilled. In line with industry practice, the companies usually take photographs as well. This information is then put into a “Joint Investigation Visit” (JIV) report. Shell was the first company to start publishing its JIV reports in 2011. In 2014, Eni followed suit. In 2015, the National Oil Spill Detection and Response Agency (NOSDRA) also started posting JIV reports online.

In July 2017, Amnesty International enlisted the help of supporters and activists to take part in its online project, Decode Oil Spills, to extract information from these handwritten reports and photographs. In total, 3,545 people, from 142 countries took part. They answered 163,063 individual questions, working 1,300 hours, the equivalent of someone working full-time for eight months. The Decoders analysed 3,592 JIV documents and photographs, helping create the first independent, structured databases of oil spills in the Niger Delta covering spills from January 2011 to December 2017.

Analysis of the data that the Decoders captured was then verified and completed by Amnesty International researchers and a consultant data analyst. Amnesty International also asked an independent US firm with expertise in pipeline

5. It is worth noting that at least Shell and ENI publish JIVs and other information relating to spills. Other multinationals operating in Nigeria, such as Total and Chevron, do not. Neither does Nigeria’s state-owned Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC), nor do the host of smaller, Nigeria-based oil companies that are becoming increasingly important players. They should do so as a matter of urgency.
8. A total of 37 JIV documents (nine from Eni and 28 from Shell) and 31 photographs (11 from Eni and 20 from Shell) could not be analysed as they were missing from the company websites which listed the spills. The data used in this report was last verified against the company websites on 31 January 2018 – any modifications the companies made since then will not be reflected in this report.
security, Accufacts Inc, to review information relating to 30 specific spills.⁹

Prior to publication, Amnesty International wrote to Shell and Eni and provided them with an opportunity to respond to the findings. The organisation reviewed the company responses in detail and took appropriate account of information provided in updating its findings. Shell stated that Amnesty International’s allegations are false, without merit and fail to recognise the complex environment in which it operates. Eni said that it rejected the findings that it was failing to take prompt steps to prevent pollution, or was providing unreliable or misleading information. The company responses can be found in Annex 3.

Amnesty International held a meeting with NOSDRA in the Nigerian capital, Abuja, in January 2018 and followed up with a written set of questions, which NOSDRA replied to on 28 February 2018.

---

**DECODING OIL SPILLS IN THE NIGER DELTA TIMELINE**

- 2009 – Amnesty International calls for greater transparency in Nigeria’s oil industry.
- 2011 – Shell starts publishing data relating to oil spill investigations.
- 2013 – Amnesty International and CEHRD identify flaws in how Shell manages its pipelines and responds to spills.
- 2014 – Eni starts publishing data.
- 2015 – NOSDRA starts publishing data.
- 2017 – Amnesty International “Decode the Niger Delta” project crowdsources first mass independent study of the Nigerian oil spill data.

---

⁹ Accufacts also provided expert advice and analysis for the 2013 Amnesty International and CEHRD report *Bad Information*. Accufacts is a consulting firm that provides oil and gas pipeline expertise for government agencies, the industry and other parties. It is based in Washington, USA. Richard Kuprewicz, President of Accufacts Inc., is an engineer and pipeline safety expert who has assessed oil spill plan development and oil spills and pipeline failure investigations for various parties.
1. Background

Nigeria’s Oil Industry

Nigeria is Africa’s largest oil producer. Its industry is based in the Niger Delta, in the south of the country, where commercial production began in 1958. A vast network of pipes connecting numerous oil and gas fields now crisscross the Delta. Many run close to people’s homes, next to farmland and through swamps and waterways where people fish.

The industry is run by joint ventures involving the Nigerian government and subsidiaries of multinational companies such as Shell, Eni, Chevron, Total and ExxonMobil. Some joint ventures also involve Nigerian companies.

The largest joint venture is called the Shell Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria Limited-Joint Venture (SPDC JV). Its main shareholder is the state-owned Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation.

Corporation (NNPC), which owns 55%. The rest is owned by subsidiaries of international oil companies: Shell owns 30%, the French company, Total, owns 10%; and Eni owns 5%.

As well as owning 30% of the joint venture, Shell is also its operator. This means that Shell runs and maintains the wells, pipelines and other facilities that are needed to produce and transport the oil on behalf of the joint venture’s owners. This infrastructure is massive. Even though it has sold its stake in a number of fields to Nigerian companies since 2011, Shell reports that it still operates around 1,400 oil and gas wells and manages a network of approximately 4,000 km of oil and gas pipelines.

A second important joint venture (the Nigerian Agip Oil Company JV) is co-owned by the NNPC (60%), Eni (20%) and the Nigerian company Oando (20%). This joint venture is operated by Eni, through its subsidiary the Nigerian Agip Oil Company (NAOC). It reports that its infrastructure includes 3000 km of oil pipelines and well.

THE CAUSES OF OIL SPILLS

Every year hundreds of oil spills damage the environment and devastate the lives of people living in the Niger Delta. They have a variety of causes. Some are the result of operational faults and poor maintenance, others of “third party interference”, such as sabotage or theft (also known in Nigeria as “bunkering”).

“OPERATIONAL” SPILLS

These are often the result of corrosion, poor maintenance and equipment failure and occur along the main pipelines, smaller “flowlines,” and at the wells operated by both Shell and Eni. In relation to Shell, Amnesty International has collated a series of internal communications and other sources showing that these have been caused by decades of poor maintenance and underinvestment. For example:

- In 1994, the head of environmental studies for Shell Nigeria, Bopp Van Dessel, resigned, complaining that he felt unable to defend the company’s environmental record, “without losing his personal integrity.” Bopp Van Dessel went public in a TV interview in 1996 and said that, “Any Shell site that I saw was polluted. Any terminal that I saw was polluted. It was clear to me that Shell was devastating the area.”
- Also in 1994, an internal paper revealed that Shell had not properly funded its pipelines and other infrastructure in Nigeria: “One measure of this deterioration is the frequency and severity of oil pollution incidents caused by corrosion and other integrity failures in the production system.”
- In 2002, an internal Shell presentation stated: “the remaining life of most of the [Shell] Oil Trunklines is more or less non-existent or short, while some sections contain major risk and hazard.”
- In 2008, a US diplomatic cable stated that a contractor with many years’ experience of
laying pipelines reported that, “73 per cent of all pipelines there are more than a decade overdue for replacement. In many cases, pipelines with a technical life of 15 years are still in use thirty years after installation.”

In 2009, a Shell employee warned in an email that: “[the company] is corporately exposed as the pipelines in Ogoniland [in the Niger Delta] have not been maintained properly or integrity assessed for over 15 years.”

SPILLS CAUSED BY “THIRD PARTY INTERFERENCE”

There is no doubt that many spills in the Niger Delta are caused by deliberate interference with wells, pipelines and other infrastructure by armed militant groups, criminal gangs and others. Some groups seek to disrupt oil production to put pressure on the government for political or financial reasons. Others tap the pipelines to steal oil or intentionally create spills in order to receive money as the contractor hired for the clean-up.

The oil companies and the government state that the vast majority of spills have been caused by this “third party interference.” However, the proportion of oil spills in the Niger Delta that are caused by sabotage or theft is keenly contested by communities and cannot be determined with any degree of accuracy because of flaws surrounding the collection and presentation of oil spill data (as documented in Bad Information and later in this report).

INDUSTRY REGULATIONS

Regardless of the cause, the oil companies have clear responsibilities under Nigerian law to both prevent and then remediate the harm caused by spills.

The Oil Pipelines Act (1990) requires the holder of a permit to “take all reasonable steps to avoid unnecessary damage to any land entered upon and any buildings, crops or profitable trees thereon.” The Petroleum (Drilling and Production) Regulations (1969) require that operators “adopt all practicable precautions” to prevent oil spills.

Nigerian law requires oil companies to ensure “good oil field practice” and to comply with internationally recognized standards, including those established by the American Petroleum Institute. This has developed guidelines to protect operators from the risk of terror attacks and vandalism. These could include measures to protect the pipelines through more robust materials (such as thicker pipe walls and concrete casements), by burying the pipelines more deeply, or by improved leak detection systems and more rigorous and frequent inspections.

Nigerian law also makes it clear that regardless of the cause, the oil companies are responsible for the containment, clean-up and remediation of all oil spills along their pipelines and infrastructure. The rules are contradictory on when this should begin, but are consistent that the response should be swift. One set of regulations requires companies to report spills within 24 hours, and then visit the site for the
first time 24 hours after that.\textsuperscript{30} Separate rules obligate companies to actually start the clean-up within 24 hours of the spill.\textsuperscript{31} The guidelines also stipulate that companies should prevent spills from spreading into neighbouring land, waterways and groundwater.\textsuperscript{32}

Regarding compensation, the Oil Pipelines Act (1990) states that if a spill is found to be due to sabotage or third party interference then the community gets no compensation from the oil company, regardless of the damage caused.\textsuperscript{33}

Amnesty International and other organizations have repeatedly exposed how, despite these regulations, the Nigerian government is failing to enforce its own rules on how firms should prevent and respond to oil spills.\textsuperscript{34}

\section*{THE HUMAN RIGHTS IMPACT OF OIL POLLUTION IN THE NIGER DELTA}

The livelihoods, health and access to food and clean water of communities across the Niger Delta are closely linked to the land and environmental quality, and hence are vulnerable to oil contamination. This was documented by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) in 2011. UNEP exposed an appalling level of pollution in the Ogoniland region, including the contamination of agricultural land and fisheries, the poisoning of drinking water, and the exposure of hundreds of thousands of people to serious health risks.\textsuperscript{35}

As shown by UNEP, oil spills damage both the soil and water system of the Niger Delta. Women, men and children in the Niger Delta have to drink, cook with, and wash in polluted water; they eat fish contaminated with oil and other toxins (if they are lucky enough to still be able to find fish); the land they use for farming has been contaminated. After oil spills the air they breathe reeks of oil, gas and other pollutants; they complain of breathing problems, skin lesions and other health problems, but their concerns are not taken seriously by the Nigerian government and oil companies. Instead they provide the communities with almost no information on the impacts of the pollution. The main human rights impacts documented by Amnesty International and CEHRD include:\textsuperscript{36}

\begin{itemize}
  \item Violations of the right to an adequate standard of living, including the right to food – as a consequence of the impact of oil-related pollution and environmental damage on agriculture and fisheries.
  \item Violations of the right to water – which occur when oil spills pollute water used for drinking and other domestic purposes.
  \item Violations of the right to health – which arise from the failure to secure the underlying determinants of health, including a healthy environment, and the failure to enforce laws to protect the environment and prevent pollution.
  \item Violations of the right to ensure access to effective remedy for people whose human rights have been violated.
  \item Violations of the right to information of affected communities relating to oil spills and clean-up.
\end{itemize}
The abuses and violations are, primarily, the result of the operations of the oil companies, including Shell and Eni, and the almost complete failure of the Nigerian government to regulate the oil industry and protect the rights of the people of the Niger Delta.

BUSINESS AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Under international human rights law, all states have a duty to take appropriate measures to prevent human rights abuses by all actors, including corporations, and to respond to these abuses when they occur by investigating the facts, holding the perpetrators to account and ensuring effective remedy for the harm caused. The duty of the state to protect from human rights abuses carried out by corporations is also clearly set out in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UN Guiding Principles), a set of standards endorsed by the UN Human Rights Council in 2011.

The abuses and violations are, primarily, the result of the operations of the oil companies, including Shell and Eni, and the almost complete failure of the Nigerian government to regulate the oil industry and protect the rights of the people of the Niger Delta.

Regarding the responsibility of companies, the UN Guiding Principles established that they must respect human rights wherever they operate in the world. The corporate responsibility to respect human rights exists independently of a state’s ability or willingness to fulfil its own human rights obligations. This means that if a state where a company operates, such as Nigeria, lacks the necessary regulatory framework or is unable or unwilling to enforce applicable laws to protect human rights from abuse, the company must still act to ensure respect for human rights in their operations.

40. UN Guiding Principles, Commentary to Principle 11. The UN Guiding Principles require that companies “do no harm” or, in other words, take proactive steps to ensure that they do not cause or contribute to human rights abuses within their global operations and respond to any human rights abuses when they do occur. To “know and show” that they comply with their responsibility to respect human rights, companies must carry out human rights due diligence. This is a process “to identify, prevent, mitigate and account for how they address their impacts on human rights” (UN Guiding Principles, Principles 15(b) and 17).
2. OIL SPILL TOTALS AND AVERAGES

Data gathered by Amnesty International’s Decoders reveals the extraordinary scale of oil pollution in the Niger Delta and the high frequency of spills.

Shell since 2011: 1,010 spills.\(^{41}\)

Eni since 2014: 820 spills (of more than one barrel).\(^{42}\)

These figures are vast, and of course do not include all those spills which occurred in the decades before the companies began publicly reporting. They have had an undeniably devastating impact on the lives and livelihoods of the people of the Niger Delta. According to figures based on publicly report JIV forms, both operators have however been reporting fewer spills from their networks per year since 2014.

In its letter to Amnesty International, Eni said that the reduction in spills along its network since 2014 had been a consequence of a series of measures that it had taken, including the deployment of new technologies to prevent and detect spills as well as increased surveillance both by overflights and members of local communities.\(^{43}\)

Amnesty International has no way of verifying this information, but according to NOSDRA, such measures by the operators were only partly responsible for the drop in reported spills. It assessed that the drop was also due to the impact of the so-called “amnesty programme,” which since 2009, has seen the government provide payments to certain armed militant groups in the Niger Delta in exchange for them laying down their weapons. These groups have been blamed for many of the attacks on pipelines.\(^{44}\)

It is also worth noting that the number of spills only tells part of the problem. A more accurate guide is the reported volume of oil spilled into the environment. Shell reported that from 2001, it lost 110,535 barrels or 17.5 million along the network of pipelines and wells that it operates. Eni reported a loss of 26,286 barrels or 4.1 million litres. The companies have reported that these figures have also improved recently. Yet as demonstrated later in this report, these figures are only estimates, and as previously exposed by Amnesty International and CEHRD, are based on a flawed methodology.\(^{45}\)

\(^{41}\) On behalf of the SPDC JV.
\(^{42}\) Eni only published JIV’s relating to spills of more than one barrel. Shell reports spills of less than one barrel. On behalf of the NAOC JV.
\(^{44}\) NOSDRA letter to Amnesty International, 28 February 2018. The “amnesty” programme is nothing to do with Amnesty International.
According to the company JIV forms, the majority of spills were caused by “third party interference.”

Shell reported that 189 spills from its network were “operational” (18.7% of its total). Eni reported that 90 from its network were operational (10.98%). The companies say that this means that the vast majority of spills and resultant pollution are not their fault. According to Amnesty International’s analysis, as demonstrated later in this report, these figures, as well the reported volumes of spilled oil are likely to be understatements.

AFRICA’S LEAKIEST PIPELINE?

While oil spills have occurred over the whole network of Shell and Eni’s oil wells and pipelines, analysis of spill locations shows that time after time the same stretches of pipeline are affected by oil theft and sabotage. Regardless of the cause, companies are still required by Nigerian law, and in line with international industry standards, to take all reasonable measures to prevent them. The high number of spills and their clustering at certain hotspots over a number of years demonstrates a major failure by companies not to put in place all reasonable precautions to prevent them. The fact that so many spills occur along the same stretches of pipeline means that these acts are predictable – companies can identify such hotspots and take appropriate measures to protect them, such as by stepping up surveillance patrols.

For example, since 2014, Eni reported 262 spills along its 92km-long “18” Tebidaba/Brass Pipeline”, which runs through the Southern Ijaw region of Bayelsa state. Given that no other African country reports anywhere near this number of spills, the “18” Tebidaba/Brass Pipeline” could well be the continent’s leakiest stretch of pipeline. Eni blamed all but two of the spills on “third party interference”, such as criminal gangs seeking to install taps to steal oil.
It also reported that 96 of the 262 spills occurred on “previously repaired” sections of the pipe. This means that after the company had identified and repaired a theft point, someone had later attacked exactly the same point. In this case, access to the area was certainly not a problem for the company. In the overwhelming majority of cases (240 times out of 262), Eni conducted JIVs on the same day that spills were reported. If it had such regular and fast access to the spills, it would have been reasonable to expect Eni to increase surveillance patrols in specific locations.

Amnesty International’s analysis of JIV forms completed by NOSDRA found that the government had repeatedly raised its concern with Eni. In fact between 2014 and 2017, the regulator warned Eni on 162 different occasions that it needed to improve surveillance along the pipeline to prevent further spills.46

46. These comments are available on JIV forms published on https://oilspillmonitor.ng/. Eni stated that Amnesty International’s analysis of these comments by NOSDRA is misleading. It wrote that these reports “only recommended improved surveillance as a means for continual improvement.” Eni letter to Amnesty International, 9 March 2018.
In response, Eni stated that it had in fact taken measures to prevent attacks on this pipeline, and provided information that after 2014 it increased frequency of aerial and ground surveillance. Eni reports that these have measures worked – pointing to the fact that in 2017, Eni reported only four spills along the 18” Tebidaba/Brass Pipeline, compared to 162 in 2014. It is not possible to verify this claim, and Eni did not explain why the company did not put in place such measures prior to 2014.

The companies must take similar action to address attacks on other “spill hotspots”. For example, Shell reported 62 spills, mostly caused by “sabotage” or “theft” along its “Imo River – Ogale 1 and 2” pipelines between 2011-17. It is notable that many spills occurred close to roads and were not far from Port Harcourt (i.e. were not remote).

Examples:

### Spills along Shell's Imo River-Ogale pipelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Spills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION

The data shows that there has been a staggering number of reported spills since the two companies started publishing their JIVs in 2011 and 2014 respectively.

The data also shows that many of these spills are clustered along the same stretches of pipeline. The oil companies blame most of these on oil thieves and sabotage. Even if all these reports are accurate (and, as will be discussed later in this report, there are reasons to question this), there is evidence that the companies are failing to do all they can to prevent them, as they should in line with international best practice and Nigerian law.

The UN Guiding Principles make clear that companies have an independent responsibility to respect human rights. This requires taking preventative steps to avoid human rights abuses from arising in their operations.

There are a series of measures that Shell and Eni should implement to prevent both operational oil spills and those caused by oil theft and sabotage. These include measures to protect the pipelines by burying them deeper, encasing them in thicker concrete, improving leak detection systems, intensifying surveillance and ensuring more rigorous and more frequent inspections. Eni has provided detail of how it is putting in place such systems, and claimed that they have succeeded in preventing attacks on its pipeline network. By contrast to Eni, Shell provided no information on the steps it is taking to prevent attacks, but has previously reported that increased surveillance and new technology had prevented attacks.49

It is not possible for Amnesty International to verify these claims. Neither company publishes their plans to prevent spills, nor other relevant information, such as details of the condition of their pipelines and other assets, and the age of infrastructure. While both companies have recently reported drops in the number of spills, there have been hundreds spills on average every year from their pipelines for several decades, raising the question of why they did not act sooner.

3. SLOW OIL SPILL RESPONSE TIMES

Government regulations require that the companies report a spill within 24 hours of it taking place, and then conduct a JIV 24 hours after that. Separate guidelines state that the clean-up of an oil spill should commence within 24 hours of it starting. Companies can face financial penalties for breaching these regulations.

Analysis of the time between the companies reporting a spill and conducting a JIV reveals that there is often a much bigger time lag. This matters because the companies frequently do not stop the leaks until during or after the JIV. Also, following industry practice in Nigeria, the companies do not start the clean up until after the JIV, which means that pools of spilled oil are left untouched for long periods of time, which can result in the oil spreading. Delays therefore are not just a breach of Nigerian law but also result in worse contamination.

It is notable that of the two, Shell is considerably slower than Eni. Even though the number of spills Shell has reported is reducing, the data shows that its response to spills has become slower over time, although there was an improvement in 2017. Overall, Shell reported holding JIVs within 24 hours of reporting a spill in only 25.7% of cases. This is highly irresponsible as Shell is fully aware that the longer it takes to respond, the higher the likelihood that the spill runs off in the environment and causes and contributes to further negative impacts on the right to water, health and livelihoods.

50. NOSDRA, Oil Spill Recovery, Clean-up, Remediation And Damage Assessment Regulations, 2011, Part VII (102), p76.
52. According to NOSDRA it has fined companies for slow responses to spills, citing the example of small Nigerian operators, SEEPCO and Platform Oil. NOSDRA letter to Amnesty International, 28 February 2018.
By contrast, Eni responded on average much faster, holding JIVs within 24 hours of reporting on 76% of occasions.

On 13.6% of occasions (138), it actually took Shell 10 days or more to do a JIV. On 3% of occasions, (26) Eni took 10 days or more to respond.

To mitigate the impact of delays, Shell and Eni both state that they usually shut off the flow of oil as soon as spills are reported.53

Amnesty International and CEHRD have previously exposed how there is no transparency over such claims that companies routinely turn off pipelines.54 In addition, pipelines expert, Accufacts, has cast doubt on claims by the companies that they are able to remotely detect spills and then automatically switch off the flow of oil. It stated that on some smaller lines (e.g. flow lines and transmission lines):

“It is most unlikely that a release would be remotely detected and shutting in by the facility operator. Depending on various factors (such as pipe diameter and elevation profile, etc) oil will continue to flow for some time even when the lines have been shut down and blocked in when a field call in is made (the operator may choose to not shut down until field confirmed that a release is occurring). Wellheads are a different matter depending on their design.”55

It may be the case that it is possible for companies to stop the leak before organizing a JIV. In some cases, JIV reports state that leaks were indeed stopped before they took place. But such information is not routinely recorded; in most instances the time at which the spill is stopped is not stated in the JIV reports. In fact, many JIVs refer to spills ongoing at the time of the JIV, and some photographs even appear to show the leaks at the time of the JIV.

54. Amnesty International and CEHRD, Bad Information, 2014, p39
Even in those cases when a company does stop the leak long before a JIV takes place, the delay matters because it is industry practice in Nigeria not to start the clean up until after one is completed. The 2011 UNEP study found that oil left lying around at the leak site is likely to spread if clean up does not happen immediately: "Any delay in cleaning up an oil spill will lead to oil being washed away by rainwater, traversing communities and farmland and almost always ending up in the creeks."\(^{56}\)

In some instances the companies reported laying temporary barriers, such as “booms” to contain the spread of oil before a JIV and clean up start.\(^{57}\)

Yet these may not always be effective. Photographs reviewed by Amnesty International show oil contaminating water on both sides of booms. UNEP found that the measures taken by Shell and other operators in Ogoniland were frequently inadequate:

> “Where the oil operator appeared to have taken intervention measures, such as laying a skirt boom or absorbent boom to contain the spill, the equipment used was often observed to be in poor condition, rendering it ineffective. In such cases, pollution continued to spread well past containment points.”\(^{58}\)

\(^{56}\) UNEP, 2011, p151.

\(^{57}\) Eni stated that “booms are the most effective means to reduce the spread of the oil impacts”, Eni letter to Amnesty International, 9 March 2018.

\(^{58}\) UNEP, 2011, p151.
It took 430 days for a JIV to take place after a spill was first reported on the Eni-operated “8” Nimbe South-Obama flowline,” in Bayelsa state. The spill was first reported on 8 October 2015, and the JIV took place on 11 December 2016. Much of the reported information relating to this spill is inconsistent.

For example, in response to Amnesty International, Eni explained that the delay was the result of the company being denied access to the site by the local community. However neither JIV form published by Eni nor the regulator provided this information.

Eni also stated that it had reported to the government that it had “isolated” the line and put in place “containment measures (deployment of booms)”, meaning that it had stopped the leak, and put in place measures to stop the spread of the oil. However according to information later posted by NOSDRA, the spill was only stopped on 17 December 2016, six days after the JIV, and over a year after it had begun.

Eni also stated that the spill was caused by “external interference (induced corrosion)”. Eni also stated that at the time of the JIV, “it was a light spill” amounting to four barrels; it calculated the amount of oil spilled by measuring the area that was visibly contaminated.

However, given that the spill was slowing for more than a year, as reported by NOSRDA, it is hard to understand how this calculation can be credible, even if the flow rate was very low. The calculation does not take into account the fact that over the course of more than a year the spill will have spread, so no longer visible after 430 days. Satellite images show that the spill took place in swamp connected to a river in the south of the delta. A photograph posted by Eni shows the area heavily flooded with water.

Amnesty International asked the independent pipelines expert Accufacts to review the details of this spill. In its assessment, the photograph did not support the claim by Eni that the spill was caused by “induced corrosion.” Instead, Accufacts assessed that the photograph indicates that the hole was caused by “corrosion which is a natural occurring process if not properly operated and maintained.”

Accufacts also considered that the reported volume of spilled oil was “seriously understated...given the delay in investigation.”
LACK OF ACCESS IS NOT THE REASON FOR DELAYS

The oil companies and NOSDRA blame slow response times on their difficulty in accessing the sites, for example because of poor weather, remoteness, insecurity, protests or being denied permission by the local community. Yet after reviewing publicly available information (including JIV reports) of the 10 slowest cases, Amnesty International found that only in one instance might insecurity have caused or contributed to the delay (see Annex 1). In one other case Shell said that the delay was caused by the lack of “specialist equipment”, and in another by “heavy rains and flooding”. In the other seven cases the companies reported no reasons for their delay in holding a JIV, nor did they provide any evidence in the JIV reports that access difficulties caused the delays.

For example, it took Shell 252 days to visit one spill, reported on 23 February 2016, even though it was just outside the fence of a large facility operated by the Chevron oil company. Shell has not published a JIV form or photographs, and the government regulator, NOSDRA, has not produced any either.

On another occasion, it took Shell 190 days to hold a JIV to a spill that was reported on 13 May 2015. The attached form did not give a reason for the delay. The spill location was not in a remote area or hard to reach. It was near Port Harcourt, and by the side of a tarmacked road. The Shell JIV reported that there was “no disruption” to the visit. Between 2011 and 2017 there were five other reported spills along the stretch of pipeline described as ‘12’ Imo River – Ogale Pipeline at Owaza”. Shell responded to all the other spills in three days or less, according to their JIV forms, indicating that there was no problem with insecurity or community relations at this location.

---

64. See Annex 1.
UNRELIABLE CLAIMS OF SPILL VOLUMES, PARTICULARLY ON WATER

The companies and NOSDRA make an assessment of the volume of spilled oil at the time of the JIV. This is one reason why it is critical that companies act prudently and conduct JIVs within the legally prescribed timeframe of 24 hours after reporting the spill.

The companies and NOSDRA estimate the spill volume by measuring the amount of land or water that is visually impacted. This approach is inadequate when assessing spills, especially those that have occurred over a long period of time, or when they take place in, or spread into, streams, rivers and swamps. The oil may no longer be visible as it may have spread downstream, been flushed by rains, or moved due to the tide, for example.67

According to NOSDRA:

“Once spills occur only an estimate to the best practical extent can be derived and never the actual quantity spilled due to seepage, evaporation, degradation, dispersion, etc.”68

There were a total of 983 spills reported by the companies in swamps and, in or around waterways during this period.

Once again, Shell performed worse than Eni. It took Shell an average of 9.68 days to hold JIVs for spills on water (as opposed to 5.35 days for spills on land), while Eni took an average of 1.53 days (compared to 3.64 days on land).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eni</th>
<th>Shell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number spills</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Number spills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5 days</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-9 days</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10+ days</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

68. NOSDRA letter to Amnesty International, 28 February 2018.
UNRELIABLE SPILL VOLUME ESTIMATES RISK UNFAIR COMPENSATION

In the case of spills caused by the companies (“operational” spills) the spill volume calculation is important because the amount of compensation paid to the affected community or communities is determined by the size of the spill decided at the JIV.

Inaccurate or unreliable estimates can mean that communities receive much less compensation than they should. One example of this relates to the Bodo community. Shell’s JIV for a spill there in 2008 claimed that only 1,640 barrels of oil were spilled. However, based on an assessment published by Accufacts, Amnesty International calculated that the total actually exceeded 100,000 barrels. For years, Shell defended its far lower figure but in November 2014, during a court case in the UK, Shell admitted that the amount was indeed larger than it had previously stated. Shell provided no explanation for this gross underestimation. Having initially offered the Bodo community £4,000 in compensation, Shell ended up paying them £55 million.

According to the latest data, there were a total of 169 (Shell 113, Eni 56) spills reported by the companies that they blamed on their own equipment failure and operational faults that occurred in swamps or in or near waterways. It took the companies an average of 6.37 days to hold JIVs (Shell 8.31, Eni 2.46). On 21 occasions it took them more than 10 days (Shell 17, Eni 4). In these instances the information reviewed by Decoders further points to the conclusion that it is highly likely that Shell and Eni have been underestimating the volumes of spills. That is because, as noted above, if spills last for a long period of time and take place in water, they are more likely to spread over a wide area and not be accurately assessed by the companies’ current methodology. As a direct result, it is likely that affected communities have received less compensation and inadequate remediation. This problem is further exacerbated by the failure of NOSDRA to effectively monitor and take action once these spills occur.
SLOW RESPONSE TO OIL THEFT POINTS

Amnesty International’s Decoders analysed 1,799 photographs published by the oil companies to accompany their JIV forms. This revealed that on 842 occasions these showed where illegal “fittings” had been welded or fitted to the pipelines in order to facilitate the theft of crude oil (this is where thieves have drilled holes into the pipeline and attached taps or hoses to extract the oil).

This analysis showed that Shell was much slower in organizing JIVs when illegal fittings were identified than Eni, which was also frequently slow. According to its own records, it took Shell at least 10 days to respond and shut down oil theft points on 53 different occasions.

According to Nigerian law and to best international industry practice, companies must take all reasonable precautions to prevent the theft of oil from their pipelines and respond as soon as possible. By not doing so, Shell risked allowing the theft of oil to continue, as well as further contamination of the environment, violating the human rights of local communities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eni</th>
<th>Shell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of spills</td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5 days</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-9 days</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10+ days</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION

The repeated failure to respond to spills promptly – especially in the case of Shell – is evidence of serious negligence by the oil companies and is resulting in much worse contamination of the Niger Delta. It is also likely to be resulting in communities receiving less compensation than they should. It may also result in criminal gangs being allowed to continue their theft of oil unhindered for days after their activities are first reported.

The companies often complain that the reason for the delay is issues around access and insecurity, however analysis for this report shows that there is little support for this in the information provided in the JIVs. At the very least this indicates that companies and NOSDRA are not publicly disclosing critical information.

Under the UN Guiding Principles, companies have a responsibility to respect human rights.”72 The facts cited above clearly illustrate that Shell and Eni have failed to make reasonable efforts to stop oil spills. Regardless of their cause, the companies have too often been too slow to both conduct JIVs and stop the spills, in violation of Nigerian law and international standards. If Shell and Eni had conducted a meaningful human rights due diligence assessment of their operations, there is no reason why they would have not identified its own failing pipelines, spill hot spots, and delays in responding to oil spills more broadly as contributing to human rights harm. This should have compelled them to take steps to prevent or mitigate this risk. Shell and Eni’s failure to take these reasonable steps on such a large scale and over such a long period, is deeply problematic.

72. UN Guiding Principles, Principles 15(b) and 17

Abandoned Shell infrastructure at Kegbara Dere, August 2015. © Michael Uwemedimo/cmapping.net
4. LACK OF CREDIBLE EVIDENCE FOR COMPANY ASSESSMENTS OF SPILL CAUSES

One of the main objectives of the JIV is to assess the likely cause of the spill and whether the company is directly at fault, in which case affected communities are entitled to compensation.

NOSDRA, Shell and Eni have explained that one of the main ways in which they identify the cause is by visual assessment, including the nature of the hole or leak point and whether there has been prior disturbance of the soil. The companies attach photographs of the spill sites to the JIV forms to provide corroborating evidence.

Amnesty International and CEHRD have previously highlighted how these assessments are based on a flawed methodology and that spills caused by "operational" faults have been mislabelled as being caused by sabotage and theft. Research has shown that many photographs taken by the companies of the spills either do not provide enough evidence to support the claims or in fact actually contradict them. Pipeline experts, Accufacts, following their review of JIVs and photographs taken between 2015 and 2018, found many photographs are simply not clear enough, and “do not permit a close-up review of the actual failure site to permit an independent forensic analysis.” More seriously, Accufacts reported several cases in which the photographs do not support the claim of “third part interference” made by the JIVs. Accufacts concluded that:

“The JIV reports do not provide sufficient information to verify or properly support the indicated determination of cause. Preconceptions (such as evidence of loose soil at the release site, location of the pipe failure site – top of pipe is sabotage, while bottom of pipe is corrosion, or hole appearance) introduce prejudiced and highly probably false conclusions as to the real cause of the pipe’s failure. Based on an Accufacts review of photographic evidence of some of the claimed Niger Delta pipe failures, cause determinations based on the information entered on current JIV reports can be very subjective, misleading, and downright false.”

In light of this, Amnesty International asked the Decoders to review and describe all of the photographs published by Shell and Eni and to highlight any inconsistencies in the photographs or JIV forms. These included whether they observed an irregular hole or corrosion on the leak point, or if the affected community had objected to the conclusion of the JIV; such details are sometimes mentioned in the JIV forms or photographs. They were also asked to note if the photographs do not clearly show whether the leak was caused by a cut or by a crack.

As a result of this analysis, Amnesty International researchers identified at least 89 spills, which the companies blamed on “third party interference” (cuts or drilling), but about which there are reasonable doubts on the basis that the photographs do not clearly support the company claims. Of the 89, 46 are from Shell and 43 are from Eni. If confirmed, this could mean that dozens of affected communities have not received the compensation that they deserve.

74. These flaws were first exposed by Amnesty International and CEHRD in their 2013 report which provided several examples of where spills had been wrongly classified as being caused by "third party interference”. See Amnesty International and CEHRD, Bad Information, 2013, pp19-27.
75. Amnesty International and CEHRD, Bad Information, 2013, p23. In January 2018 Accufacts confirmed that these conclusions were still relevant to the new set of forms and photographs it had reviewed.
76. Amnesty International and CEHRD, Bad Information, 2013, p23. In January 2018 Accufacts confirmed that these conclusions were still relevant to the new set of forms and photographs it had reviewed.
For example, in one case flagged by the Decoders, Shell reported a spill caused by a “hacksaw cut” on 10 June 2011 on its 24” Nkpoku - Bomu Pipeline at Biara.\(^{77}\) It was a big spill as 195 barrels of oil were lost.

Following an analysis of the available evidence, Accufacts agreed that the photograph did not support the company’s assertion that the spill was caused by a cut:

“The accompanying photo does not support JIV report assertions of hacksaw cut, sabotage, or third party interference. Ironic that more detailed close-up photos to verify sabotage assertion have not been provided.”\(^{78}\)

On four occasions, Eni reported that spills were caused by what it termed “induced corrosion”. One of these occurred on the “8” Nimbe South-Obama flowline” on 12 March 2014.\(^{79}\)

According to Accufacts, the Decoders were correct to state that the photograph was not clear and therefore did not support the company’s claim:

“The JIV report claim of ‘induced corrosion’ is not supported by the photo. There is clearly evidence of external corrosion but there is insufficient evidence to support the claim of ‘induced corrosion’ which has a very specific meaning within the industry, though not defined in regulation. The use of ‘induced’ appears to be an attempt to miss-convey inaccurate or misleading cause, suggesting manipulation of the investigation.”

A third case that the Decoders flagged related to a spill along Shell’s “4” Obele-Ibaa Delivery Line” at Ibaa/Omueze on 14 April 2015 in which 87 barrels were reportedly lost.\(^{80}\)

---

After reviewing the photo, Accufacts noted that it “does not provide evidence to verify claim of sabotage from hacksaw cut as indicated in the JIV report. Looks more like a corrosion leak, but photo is strangely not sufficient in close-up to properly verify, especially the asserted hacksaw cut.”

Details of seven other cases, also reviewed by Accufacts, where photographs do not support the company assessment that spills were caused by “third party interference” can be found in Annex 2.

In addition, the Decoders identified a further 74 spills which the companies blamed on a “third party” removal of fittings, such as nuts, bolts or other pieces of equipment, from well heads and other infrastructure to release the flow of oil. While the photographs purport to show the location of the spills, they provide little or no evidence of how they were caused or who or what was responsible for parts becoming missing (that is, who caused the spill, for what reason and how). No supporting evidence is provided in the JIV reports to back up the claim of “third party” removal of fittings. In the absence of such evidence, the accusations cannot be accepted at face value and would appear to be without merit, as the following examples illustrate.
CONCLUSION

The evidence presented above raises serious doubts about the accuracy and credibility of Shell and Eni claims relating to the cause of a number of oil spills. In each instance, Amnesty International believes that companies may well have recorded spills as being caused by sabotage or theft when in fact their operations were at fault. This is important because the inaccurate labelling of spills would result in communities not receiving compensation. They also allow the companies to play down the number of spills caused by their own operational errors.

Amnesty International has provided details of its findings to the regulator, NOSDRA, and asked it to reopen each case for investigation. NOSDRA should require the companies to urgently compensate the affected communities if they find that the causes of spills have been wrongly reported. The findings of NOSDRA’s investigations should be made public and the companies and NOSDRA should urgently review how they assess the cause of oil spills and improve the way these are documented and photographed.
CONCLUSION

The analysis of large volumes of corporate data in the Decoders project supports Amnesty International’s previous research and long-standing position that Shell and Eni are failing to fulfil their responsibility to respect the human rights of communities living in the Niger Delta. In particular, this analysis reveals:

FAILURE TO TAKE ALL REASONABLE MEASURES TO PREVENT SPILLS AND PROTECT PIPELINES

As pipeline operators, Shell and Eni have a responsibility under Nigerian law to employ the best available technology and practice standards in all of their operations. These include ensuring that infrastructure such as pipelines and wells are well maintained.

Best international industry standards outline the measures that companies should take to protect against spills resulting from “third party interference”. These include, for example, strengthening or burying pipelines and increasing surveillance. The high and ongoing frequency of spills, caused by a variety of factors, reveals a failure by both companies to adopt these measures and find lasting solutions to the problem.

In the specific case of oil theft and sabotage, the fact that so many spills occur along the same stretches of pipeline means that the companies...
are in a position to identify such hotspots and take appropriate measures to protect them, such as by stepping up surveillance of pipelines.81

Shell and Eni both claim that they have successfully deployed such technologies. It is not possible for Amnesty International to verify these claims. Neither company publishes enough information to do so, and there are other possible factors. While both companies have recently reported drops in the number of spills, it is clear from the figures from 2017 that there are still too many. Also, there have been hundreds spills on average every year from their pipelines for several decades, raising the question of why they did not act sooner.

FAILURE TO TAKE PROMPT STEPS TO PREVENT POLLUTION

Regardless of the cause of a spill, oil companies are responsible for limiting its harm by acting promptly to prevent contamination and then by cleaning up all pollution. This data revealed by the project shows that Shell and Eni are regularly in breach of government regulations. Their failure to respond promptly means they are exacerbating the impact of the spills. This is especially so in those instances when the spill occurs in water, as the spill is likely to contaminate a much wider area.

The companies often say that they cannot reach areas because of insecurity or other access difficulties, but the JIV forms do not provide evidence to support this.

UNRELIABLE OR MISLEADING INFORMATION

Amnesty International acknowledges that Shell and Eni may be more transparent than other companies operating in the Nigeria Delta since they publish JIV forms and other information. But analysis of this information shows that much of it is unreliable and misleading. This means that some communities are not receiving the right amounts of compensation or none at all, and also that the full extent of oil contamination is not being properly reported. For example:

– Oil spill volumes: the companies assess this at the time of the JIV, mainly by a visual estimation of the covered area. But if the JIV has been delayed, as many are, much of the lost oil may no longer be visible. This is especially so if the spill occurred in water, and containment practices failed. The reported volume of lost oil is likely to be a major understatement. This would result in companies not paying the correct amount of compensation to affected communities.

– Oil spill causes: the companies assess the cause of a spill visually and then take photographs to support their assertions. Yet many photographs do not appear to support these assertions. At least 89 spills may have been wrongly labelled as theft or sabotage when in fact they were caused by “operational” faults.

What is clear from these findings is that Shell and Eni are failing to operate responsibly and in line with Nigerian law and best practice standards. For these reasons, Amnesty International considers Shell and Eni to be deliberately reckless and therefore wilfully negligent. Their failures are resulting in worse pollution in the Niger Delta, which has a negative impact on the rights of the people living there.

81. According to NOSDRA, steps to improve surveillance could involve the deployment of “state of the art technology such as a Defiled Optic System” that it says has been used by Shell to secure some of their facilities, as well as efforts to improve relationships with local communities, which could then be contracted to conduct surveillance patrols. NOSDRA letter to Amnesty International, 28 February 2018.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The government of Nigeria must significantly strengthen its regulation of the oil industry and guarantee that the regulator, NOSDRA has the necessary tools to ensure that companies take all reasonable steps to prevent spills and clean up those that do occur, as required by Nigerian law.

Once again, Amnesty International calls on the oil companies to stop making false statements about the causes and impact of leaks, and stop publishing false data. Amnesty International also calls on them to improve their operational practices in the Niger Delta. This report focuses on Shell and Eni, but applies to all operators.

The home states of Shell and Eni, the UK, the Netherlands and Italy, also have important roles to play. They should step up support for the Nigerian government and require by law that extractive companies that have their headquarters in their country undertake human rights due diligence measures.

TO THE GOVERNMENT OF NIGERIA

Substantially strengthen the capacity of NOSDRA, including by providing an increased budget for its operations.

Require oil operators to take all reasonable action to prevent sabotage and theft and impose effective penalties on those that fail to do so. If companies fail to take reasonable measures, then make them liable for compensating affected communities.

Require operators to publish all JIVs and associated photographs and video footage. Companies should be required to provide clear, close-up photographs of spill points, clear photographs of the affected area and video footage of any oil release. In the event that the company fails to provide the required basic evidence, financial penalties should be imposed.

Require operators to publish all certificates and reports relating to spill site clean-up and remediation, along with the underlying data.

Require operators to publish each year the condition of their pipelines and other assets and to disclose the age of infrastructure and all repairs and replacements.

Take steps to address the negative environmental and human rights impacts of the oil pollution. As a matter of urgency these should include health monitoring of affected communities, improvements in health care facilities and a survey of drinking water and food sources in case of contamination by hydrocarbons. The results should be made public. All communities should be consulted, and measures should be taken to ensure that women are given adequate access to the community engagement process at all stages.

TO THE NATIONAL OIL SPILL DETECTION AND RESPONSE AGENCY (NOSDRA)

Develop a uniform reporting format for all companies to follow regarding oil spills and JIVs. This should include information on when a spill was stopped, and reasons for a delay in the JIV (if any).

Take reasonable steps in line with Nigerian law to ensure that companies conduct JIVs within 24 hours of reporting a spill and impose effective penalties on those that do not.

Review how companies estimate the volume of oil that is spilled, ensuring they adopt international best practice and publish the findings.
Conduct an expert review of how companies assess the likely cause of spills, in line with international best practice and publish the findings.

Investigate all the oil spills on the list Amnesty International has presented where there are reasonable doubts that companies have accurately described the cause of the spills. Where an investigation reveals that a spill has been wrongly labelled (that is where an “operational” spill has been attributed to theft or sabotage), ensure that the company pays the relevant communities the appropriate level of compensation.

TO OIL OPERATORS (INCLUDING SHELL AND ENI)

Publish all JIV forms and associated photographs and video footage; ensure photographs are clear and provide verifiable evidence of the cause and impacted area; ensure video footage will enable independent verification of the rate of oil flowing at the time of the JIV, where possible; and publish details of how and when oil flow is stopped or parts of the system are isolated.

Overhaul the way the volume of oil spilled is calculated, including through the use of the best available technologies and the publication of verifiable evidence.

Ensure that oil flow is always turned off and publish verifiable confirmation that this is done.

Publish all certificates and reports relating to spill site clean-up and remediation, along with the underlying data.

Publish details of the condition of pipelines and other assets annually and disclose the age of infrastructure and all repairs and replacements.

Significantly improve surveillance and monitoring of oil infrastructure to prevent sabotage and theft and commit to implementing the best available technology to prevent spills in the Niger Delta.

As a matter of urgency, publish all the steps taken or planned to prevent sabotage and the theft of oil from facilities.

TO THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE UK, NETHERLANDS AND ITALY

Increase engagement with and support for the Nigerian government to ensure independent oversight of the oil industry and better access to effective remedy for people whose rights are adversely affected by oil operations in the Niger Delta.

Require by law that extractive companies that have their headquarters or are domiciled in their country undertake human rights due diligence measures in respect of their global operations, with particular attention to high-risk areas such as the Niger Delta.
ANNEX 1: DETAILS OF THE 10 SLOWEST RESPONSES

The below information is based solely on publicly reported information, including JIV forms.

1. 430 DAYS: ENI’S 2015 SPILL AT THE 8’’ NIMBE SOUTH-OBAMA FLOWLINE

The spill was first reported on 8 October 2015 and the JIV took place on 11 December 2016. The attached form did not give a reason for the delay. The location was not physically hard to access as it was just 1.3km from a tarred road. Eni apparently had no problem accessing the same location before or after the spill. It took Eni fewer than 10 days to respond to three spills along the same stretch of pipeline in 2014. On 24 December 2015, two and half months after this spill was reported, Eni organized a JIV to a separate spill less than 4km away.

2: 252 DAYS: SHELL’S 2016 SPILL AT THE 20” TEP AT UGBUEGUNGUN

This spill was reported on 23 February 2016, but the JIV did not take place until 1 November 2016. Shell reported on its website that 10 barrels of oil had been spilled. Shell has not published a JIV form or photographs, and the government regulator, NOSDRA, has not produced any either. The location of the spill was reported on the NOSDRA website (https://oilspillmonitor.ng).

There is no obvious reason why it took Shell so long to respond to this spill and then clean it up. The spill occurred just beyond the perimeter of the Chevron-operated Escravos export terminal, one of the Niger Delta’s most important facilities which has an airstrip.

Details reported above

3. 190 days: Shell’s 2015 spill 12” Imo River – Ogale Pipeline at Owaza

According to Shell’s website, the company reported the spill on 13 May 2015. The JIV took place on 19 November 2015, 190 days later. The attached form did not give a reason for the delay.\(^\text{84}\)

Shell and NOSDRA both reported, following the JIV, that minimal oil had been spilled at this location, where a fitting had been attached to the pipe in order to steal oil. NOSDRA described it as a “non-leaking point”.

The spill point is not in a remote area or hard to reach. It is north of Port Harcourt, and by the side of a tarmacked road. The Shell JIV reported that there was “no disruption” to the visit.

Between 2011 and 2017 there were five other reported spills along the stretch of pipeline described as “12” Imo River – Ogale Pipeline at Owaza”. Shell responded to all the other spills in three days or less, according to their JIV forms, indicating that there was no problem with insecurity or community relations at this location.

4. 189 days: Shell’s 2016 spill at Ubie well 5S/L flowline at Idu-Ekpeye

This spill was reported on 21 July 2015, but the JIV took place only on 26 January 2016, 189 days later.\(^\text{85}\) Shell said that it was caused by a hacksaw cut to a flowline.

Shell reported that during the first day of the JIV community members prevented any work being done unless they were paid. This delayed the JIV by one day. Shell made no reference to community protests or insecurity preventing the JIV from taking place sooner.

Since 2011 there had been seven earlier spills on the wells and flowlines at Ubie, in Akwa Ibom State, according to Shell JIV forms. These are connected by road. The other spills were all responded to within seven days, indicating that access was not a problem for Shell in this area.

On two of those occasions (19 December 2013 and 8 October 2014), NOSDRA warned that Shell needed to “improve on surveillance” to prevent further spills in the area. On 26 January 2016, NOSDRA again said that Shell needed to do this.

5. 180 days: Shell’s 2016 spill at 20” Otumara-Escravos pipeline at Ogidigben

This spill was reported on 4 May 2016, but the JIV did not take place until 31 October 2016, 180 days later.\(^\text{86}\) The attached form does not give a reason for the delay.

The spill took place at the exact same location as two earlier spills the previous year and close to a third one, according to information presented in Shell JIV forms. It took 19 days to organize the JIV for one of these spills, but only two and three days for the others. In total, in 2015 and 2016 Shell reported undertaking 14 visits to this location to investigate or clean up these spills and on no occasion did it report that access was a problem.

6. 156 days: Shell’s 2014 spill at the Bonny well 2L flowline at Erekeri / Okolo Launch

This spill – marked “operational” by Shell and caused by corrosion – was reported on 15 August 2014, with the JIV taking place on 18 January 2015.\(^\text{87}\) Both Shell and NOSDRA reported that the
cause of the delay was not lack of access, but a lack of equipment. As the spill occurred in a swampy area, Shell required a “swamp buggy excavator” to lift the affected flowline to the surface. Shell reported that the spill was minimal (0.03 barrels) as the well’s “surface safety valve” had tripped after five minutes of the spill, cutting off the oil flow.

7. 126 DAYS: SHELL’S SPILL AT THE 16” SOUTH FORCADOS TRUNKLINE AT OVIRI OLOMU

Shell reported that this spill was caused by corrosion. It was reported on 5 October 2011 and the JIV took place on 8 February 2012. Shell estimated that close to 19 barrels were spilled. Shell explained that the delay was caused by “inaccessibility of the site following heavy rains and flooding.”


This spill was reported on 12 December 2015 and the JIV was held on 13 April 2016. Eni did not give a reason for the delay or cite any access issues.

Eni reported four other spills less than 1.5km from this spill point between 2014 and 2016. It took Eni 21 days to organize a JIV in response to one of those, but just one or two days for the others. In none of those cases did Eni cite access problems.

NOSDRA suggested in its comments that Eni had failed to provide enough security to prevent the spills, which it blamed on theft. The regulator commented, after investigating the first of these spills on 28 April 2014, that Eni “should improve on security to prevent further theft.” More than two years later, on 17 August 2016 NOSDRA again said that Eni should “improve on surveillance”. NOSDRA did not mention any access issues.

9. 121 DAYS: SHELL’S 2017 SPILL AT THE 12” IMO RIVER – OGALE PIPELINE AT UMUOLOLO

This spill, caused by a leaking oil theft point was reported on 3 February 2017, but the JIV did not take place until 4 June 2017. The spill took place by the side of a busy, tarred road approximately 10km northeast of Port Harcourt. Two other spills that took place close to this location in 2013 were responded to the next day, according to JIV forms. Neither Shell nor NOSDRA reported that lack of access was an issue. In its JIV form, NOSDRA criticized Shell for not reporting the spill within 24 hours.

Shell photograph shows road next to the spill point from its “12” Imo River – Ogale Pipeline at Umuolo in 2017.

---

10. 113 DAYS: SHELL’S 20” KOLOCREEK TO RUMUEKPE PIPELINE RISER AT AMINIGBOKO

This spill was reported on 28 June 2016, but a JIV was not held until 19 October 2016. Neither Shell nor NOSDRA reported that insecurity or community protests had caused the delay. There have been two other spills at the exact same point. On both occasions, Shell reported in JIV forms that it responded swiftly. Following a spill reported on 15 August 2014, it took the company five days to organize one. After a spill on 12 October 2015, it took Shell just three days to do so.

ANNEX 2: ACCUFACTS ANALYSIS OF UNRELIABLE SPILL CAUSE REPORTS

SHELL SPILL AT UBIE WELL 9S FLOWLINE AT IDU/EDRASS (2012)

Shell reported this spill on 26 January 2012 and stated it was caused by a hacksaw cut. According to Accufacts, Shell provided an “inadequate photo to support the claim of third party interference, especially claims of hacksaw. This is also odd given the pipeline was not leaking at time of photo and that coating had also been removed to permit a better close-up examination of the exterior of the pipe at failure site.”

SHELL SPILL AT 10” DIEBU CREEK-NUN RIVER PIPELINE AT ONYOMA (2014)

Shell reported that the spill was caused by sabotage. It conducted a JIV on 3 July 2014. This was a large spill; Shell said that 367 barrels were spilled. According to Accufacts, the photograph accompanying the JIV does not “support assertions of sabotage from drill hole... My experience would suggest this is a corrosion failure associated with pitting failure, not a drilled hole.” In addition, Accufacts questioned why Shell did not produce “better pictures that might actual show sabotage if this really was the case.”

ENI SPILL AT TAYLOR CREEK 2LS FLOWLINE (2015)

Eni reported the spill on 13 November 2015 and assessed it was caused by a hacksaw cut. Eni stated that 515 barrels were spilled as a result. According to Accufacts’ assessment of the supporting photograph:

“This is a very poor photo to support claim of third party interference, especially claims of hacksaw. This is especially strange given the pipeline was not leaking at time of photo and that coating had been clearly removed to permit better close-up photos of the exterior of the pipe at failure site.”

ENI SPILL AT 24" OGODA/BRASS PIPELINE (2015)

Eni reported the spill on 4 April 2015, stating that it had been caused by “third party interference,” and someone drilling into the underside of the pipeline. One barrel was reportedly spilled. According to Accufacts, the “assertion of drilled hole in 5 o’clock position cannot be verified from photograph provided. Not likely a drilled hole given photo evidence provided to date.”

ENI SPILL AT OBIAFU 26SS FLOWLINE (2016)

Eni reported the spill on 26 August 2016. Eni reported that the leak point was a drill hole caused by “third party interference” and resulted in the loss of three barrels. Accufacts once again doubted that the accompanying photographs supported these
claims. It concluded that Eni “appear to be misusing the term ‘drill hole’ in JIV as cause to bias or imply sabotage when photo of pipe does not support this conclusion. Again very odd that better photos at the leak site have not been provided when sabotage is claimed for pipe release.”

ENI SPILL AT 6” TUOMO/OGBOINBIRI DELIVERY GAS LINE (2016)

This spill was reported on 6 October 2016. Eni reported that the leak point was a drill hole caused by “third party interference” and resulted in the loss of five barrels. However the JIV also noted that the local community representatives did not agree that this was the cause and stated that “the JIV was inconclusive.” According to Accufacts, the photographs once again do not support the company’s assessment that the spill was caused by drilling:

“Poor photo quality at/near weld does not support conclusion of a drilled hole in the 6 o’clock position as reported on JIV report. Could be just external corrosion and/or poor weld at joint leak site.”

ENI SPILL AT OBIAFU 26SS FLOWLINE (2016)

Eni reported another spill on the Obiafu 26Ss flowline (see above) on 2 November 2016. It also assessed that the leak point was a drill hole caused by “third party interference” and reported that three barrels were lost.

Accufacts’ assessment is that the photograph does not support the conclusion on cause: “photo clearly indicates extensive external corrosion and that the holes are not drilled as reported on JIV report.”

MD/MD/71/ABI/2018

The Head of Business & Human Rights
Amnesty International, International Secretariat
Peter Benenson House, 1 Easton Street,
London WC1X 0DW
United Kingdom.

Dear Mr. Seema Joshi,

Response to Amnesty International’s letter on research conducted on NAOC JV operations in the Niger Delta - key findings, dated 2nd March 2018

Foreword

With reference to the above-mentioned letter addressed to Eni Spa and copied to Nigerian Agip Oil Company Limited, we respond to you in the spirit of pursuing dialogue with stakeholders, particularly in difficult contexts. As we wrote in the past, we foster dialogue because we are aware that the problems of the Niger Delta require a Nigerian-led multi-partner strategy. We still believe that Companies, Institutions and NGOs, each in line with their respective missions, views and perspectives, must find common answers.

In the last ten years we have had a fruitful dialogue with your organization on this topic. We created a website specifically dedicated to requests for more information on the individual oil spill events, which was publicly acknowledged by Amnesty International Italy. Furthermore, NAOC achieved significant results in the Niger Delta with the reduction in volumes of oil spill in 2017 by more than 50% compared to 2014. This result was possible due to the collaboration with local communities and with local and national authorities.

While we are mindful of the importance of a frank and reliable dialogue with you, we note that some of the statements made in your letter are not correct and, in some cases, are not acceptable. In the next pages, Eni, through its subsidiary Nigerian Agip Oil Company (NAOC), operator of the NAOC JV (60% NNPC, 20% Oando and 20% NAOC), will provide information to clarify the relevant circumstances and to confirm our position in relation to business activities in the Niger Delta. However, the very limited time allowed to collect the necessary information could affect the comprehensiveness of our response. We are therefore available to provide further clarifications on any outstanding issues, if needed.

Guido Bruno (Italy) - Chairman, Massimo Travelli (Italy) - Vice Chairman/Managing Director, Uli Sielen - Company Secretary; Carla Cristina Agostinelli - Director, Carlo Mion (Italy) - Director, Barbara Svejbl - Director

Abuja 9th March 2018

Amnesty International

nigerian agip oil company limited
Incorporated in Nigeria - RC 2974

Head Office: No. 404/42 Agip/Imemt Street,
Malama, Federal Capital Territory, Abuja, Nigeria.
Mail: P.M.B. 514, Abuja, Nigeria.
Telephone: +234 (0) 1 463 11900, (0) 1 637 8244,
(0) 1 637 8344

District: Mile 4, Isunre Road, Port Harcourt, Nigeria.
Mail: P.O. Box 923, Port Harcourt, Nigeria.
Telephone: +234 (0) 1 637 8200, (0) 1 637 8200,
(0) 1 637 8222

Lagos: No. 1 Duke Pever Street,
Victonia Island, Lagos, Nigeria.
Mail: P.O. Box 1156, Lagos, Nigeria.
Telephone: +234 (0) 1 637 8344
While we welcome the opportunity of a dialogue with all interested stakeholders and in particular Amnesty International with whom we have a history of fruitful cooperation, we reject the accusations of: 1) failing to take all reasonable measures to prevent oil spills and protect pipelines; 2) failing to take prompt steps to prevent pollution; 3) providing unreliable or misleading information, as explained more in details in this document.

**Key finding 1 - Failure to take all reasonable measures to prevent spills and protect pipelines**

Cfr. “As a pipeline operator ENI has a responsibility under Nigerian law to employ the best available technology and practice standards on all of their operations…”

NAOC, as operator of the NAOC JV, complies with Company Standards, national legislation and applicable international standards in all its operations and has always applied serious preventive measures to contain incidents:

1. Innovative techniques to enhance the early detection of leakages along the lines (use of fiber optics, hydrophones, etc.) and discourage oil theft activity (use of chemicals/mechanical barriers).

NAOC JV facilities (wells, flowlines and pipelines approximately covering 3,000 km) have been a target of criminal groups and militants with easier access to the area and better knowledge of the territory over the past years. The members of the NAOC JV suffer significant losses as a result of these illegal activities, which account for 87% of total oil spill events during the last years.

Between 2007 and September 2013, there was an increase of 1765% in oil spills due to oil theft. The peak of oil spill phenomenon in Nigeria was reached in 2014. After 2014, the trend has significantly decreased, as a consequence of the adoption of preventive and mitigation actions, such as:

- Deployment of innovative technologies to monitor the pipeline integrity (E-VPMS)

---

1 The spill incident defined as “Sabotage”, currently addressed as “Third Party Interference” in the JV Report, includes the following causes: oil theft activity, hacksaw cut, drilled hose, and use of explosives as well as other possible interferences (vandalism by unknown persons). The detailed description of the cause of incident for each Sabotage/Third Party Interference event is reported in the JV Report as well as in all other Regulatory and Company reporting documents accordingly.

2 E-VPMS stands for Eni Vibro-acoustic Pipeline Monitoring System - it is an in-house revolutionary technology to detect oil spill events in real time listening to the vibrations of the pipelines. The system is currently installed on Akpabuyo and Obganiri-Tebirabiba lines. The criteria behind this technology is that every interaction to which the pipeline is subjected - due to a change in the flow of the product or an external impact on the flowline - can be detected through sounds captured by installed sensors.
Aerial surveillance (from 2013 as well by means of drones)
Wellhead passive protection (wellhead cages, anti-theft bolts and nuts, anti-tamper valves etc.)

- Reinforced community based surveillance
- Environmental awareness campaign, etc.

The results of these actions are reflected in the following figures for 2017:

- 75% total oil spill events in 2017 compared to 2014 (882 cases in 2014 vs 221 in 2017)
- 51% volume of oil spilled in 2017 compared to 2014 (7208 bbl in 2014 vs 3523 bbl in 2017)
- No pending clean-up activity for 2017
- Reduced post clean-up inspection backlog

The oil theft phenomenon is strictly monitored in terms of efficiency in oil spill response (containment of volume of oil spilled into the environment caused by oil theft points leaking) and in terms of efficiency in early detecting oil theft installation on our assets.

2. Pipeline coating, integrity survey, cathodic protection, and ultrasonic thickness measurement, chemical injection of corrosion inhibitors, internal corrosion monitoring.

Since approximately 13% only of the spills that occurred in recent years turned out to be attributable to operational reasons, NADC JV kept focusing on sustainable operations, process safety and asset integrity. In 2017, the number of oil spill incidents due to operational causes decreased by 74% compared to 2014 (74 cases in 2014 vs 19 in 2017) and the spilled volumes reduced by 50% compared to 2014 (533 bbl in 2014 vs 268 bbl in 2017).

Cfr. "the 18th Tebida/Bross Pipeline’ could well be the continent’s leakiest stretch of pipeline.

In your letter, the Tebida/Bross pipeline is mentioned as an example of poor results in terms of surveillance and monitoring of asset integrity. However, the figures below clearly show the difference between the numbers of oil spill events due to oil theft in 2013 vs the results obtained in 2017, following the preventive measures put in place by the Company.
nigerian agip oil company limited

Oil theft activity virtually ceased in swamp (-95% vs 2013). Minor bunkering remains active in two areas only.

These results highlight the Company’s commitment to constantly improve its performance in the area notwithstanding its challenges. NAOC JV therefore fully rejects your allegation.

Cft. Eni reported that 96 of the spills occurred from previously repaired sections of the pipe...
Cft. ...different occasions that it needed to improve surveillance and/or security to prevent further spills.

As correctly mentioned in this passage, NAOC JV cannot be held to have a duty to fight the criminal groups that repeatedly attack the same locations along the pipeline. Criminality can only be mitigated with the support of government security agencies. This has been pursued over the years by increasingly patrolling sensitive areas via over-fly and ground trotting. The number of interventions has greatly increased during the last years:

- Number of dedicated aerial surveillance operations conducted in 2017: 58 overflights (Vs. 33 in 2016). In addition, routine overflights along our pipeline ROW are conducted daily.
- Number of ground surveillance patrols conducted in 2017: 95 ground trotting exercises (Vs. 48 in 2016). Its main objective is to double check if there are grey areas which are not identified by our surveillance contractors.

The spill points are spotted and geo-referenced on a real time basis, to better support the intervention team on ground, with early identification of the suspected oil theft installations on our pipelines.
In your letter, you state that from 2014 to 2017 NOSDRA warned Eni on 162 occasions that it needed to improve surveillance and/or security of its pipelines. This statement is misleading as NOSDRA’s Joint Investigation Visit reports only recommended improved surveillance as a means for continuous improvement. NOSDRA is fully aware of the difficult situation in the Niger Delta.

It is also commonly known that militancy activities in the Niger Delta contribute to the frequency of damage of oil facilities and the attendant oil spills.

Key finding 2 - Failure to take prompt steps to prevent pollution

Cit. Regardless of the cause of the spill, ENI is responsible for limiting its harm: by acting promptly to prevent the contamination, and then by cleaning up all pollution...

Your letter mentioned that "In the overwhelming majority of the cases, ENI conducted JIVs, on the same day that spill were reported" which seems to highlight a good performance of the company in response to spill events. In the following lines, however, it is stated that "under Nigerian law, the oil companies are obliged to visit the site of the oil spills within 24 hours of reporting them. But the data provided by ENI shows that it regularly fails to do it."

As you are aware, the cause of the spill is not determined by NAOC JV alone, but by the Joint Investigation Visit team, composed of entrusted representatives of all stakeholders involved (Government Regulatory Agencies, Communities, and Company’s representatives). All parties involved can confirm that the JIV is arranged as soon as possible, provided that there are no significant security constraints and all stakeholders involved are available (Government Regulatory Agencies’ representatives and Communities’ representatives).

Since 2015, the implementation of a more efficient JIV process led to the reduction in delays and costs associated and potential non-compliances. The result has been an increase in resolved issues, as well as enhanced overall productivity and improved stakeholders’ relationship and company’s reputation.

Cit. the slowest time was 430 days. This was on ‘8’ Nimbe south-Obama flowline in Bayelsa state.

This allegation is somewhat misleading and definitively requires more accurate information: even though it took more than one year to finalize this JIV, the reasons causing the delay were promptly communicated twice to the operations controller of the Ministry of Petroleum resources:

Lett. AOO/ENI/HSE/JV/4727/2015 (12/10/2015)…we refer to the spill reported along ‘8’ Nimbe south-Obama flowline at Sabotoa…be informed that we have been denied access to the site to carry out the JIV by Sabotoa Community. Meanwhile, the line has been isolated and containment measures (deployment of booms) have been put in place.
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- around the leak point on the line. We therefore seize this opportunity to inform you once again that the disruption of JIV/repair intervention is a recurrent problem in this area.

- Lett. OAA/ENV/HSE/PH/0035/17 (21/02/2017), please be informed that the JIV was conducted under the search and repair mode. Delay in JIV was due to community denied access that was communicated to DPR through our letter of 12/10/2015.

We take the opportunity to confirm that the estimated quantity of the oil spilled (4 bbl) resulted accurate.

Clt. if company stop a spill before a JIV takes place this then means there are no government or community representatives to independently verify these claims....

In order to manage oil spill emergencies, the NAOC JV developed an Oil Spill Contingency Plan, in compliance with Eni standards and international guidelines (IPPECA). The Plan defines and governs the process to handle this kind of emergencies.

In the event of an oil spill, NAOC JV usually isolates/shuts-in the facilities involved. The in-house response team immediately alerts the regulators and mobilizes for verification, with a view to deploying the containment measures to limit the spread of spill and recovery. Only in cases where the company is prevented from accessing the asset by third parties (such as criminals or restive youths) is the response action delayed. A response action is activated immediately, regardless of the spill cause (sabotage or operational oil spill), and it is not affected by possible delays in the JIV process.

The measures taken by the company to stop the spread of the oil, aimed to timely protect the environment and the communities, do not prejudice the conduct of Joint Investigation by regulators, company and the stakeholders to determine the cause of the spill. Booms are the most effective means to reduce the spread of the oil spill impacts. Eni is always paying maximum attention on technology R&D.

Clean-up:

Our approach is consistent with Part VIII Section F-Management and Remediation of Contaminated Land in DPR Environmental Guidelines and Standards for Petroleum Industry in Nigeria (EGASPIN) as well as NAOC JV procedure and international standards.

As per Regulatory requirement, the main steps to be followed for the oil spill management are: the notification of the spill incident, the Joint Investigation Visit (carried out with Community representatives, Regulators and operator), clean-up and Post Clean-up Inspection. In some cases, after clean-up is completed, further actions are required to enhance the recovery of the impacted area over time, until full restoration. This Enhanced
Natural Attenuation is then designed, implemented and monitored under the Remediation process. The RENA approach to remediation:

- Hydro-carbons, once released to land, can be transferred and degraded through a number of natural processes, including:
  - Evaporation to the atmosphere;
  - Infiltration, alone or along with rainwater, to soil and groundwater;
  - Overflow into swamps and water bodies;
  - Run-off with rainwater to swamps and water bodies;
  - Microbial degradation on the ground surface, or in soil, swamps, water or groundwater.

The principle of RENA (Remediation by Enhanced Natural Attenuation) for clean-up of contaminated land is to augment natural microbial degradation in situ, so that the concentration of contaminants can be reduced beneath the fixed thresholds.

Under RENA, contaminated land, (topsoil) is initially ploughed over, either mechanically or manually, to increase aeration. Fertilizer is added to supplement the nutrient requirements of the bacteria as they break down the pollutants. The ploughed soil is then piled into neat windrows to further enhance the aeration process. Samples are taken from the windrows every quarter and once the specification of 5,000 mg/kg of TPH (Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons) is reached, the windrows are levelled and manual replanting of local plant species starts.

**Key finding 3 - Unreliable or misleading information**

Cit Amnesty International acknowledges that ENI may be more transparent than other companies operating in the Nigeria Delta, since you publish JIV forms on a different information. But analysis of this information shows that much of it is unreliable and at worst, is deliberately misleading. [...] In view of all the evidence we have seen, ENI has on occasion deliberately manipulated the JIV process regarding cause of spill and volume of spill. Oil in order to avoid liabilities.

JIV process abides by the rules of local environmental legislation (EGASP/N) and the NOSDRA Act: the JIV team is composed of representatives of all stakeholders involved in the identification of the oil spill cause, which include Government Regulatory Agencies’ representatives, Communities’ representatives, as well as Company’s representatives. The JIV report expresses the common evaluation on cause of spill among all stakeholders involved, as confirmed by their signatures. Stakeholders involved at the time of investigation
are the entrusted and credible eyewitnesses of the oil spill impact and are entitled to assess the cause of spill, with the aim of ascertaining the truth.

As mentioned in your letter, NAOC JV publishes the total number of incidents on our facilities in the NAOC Sustainability website irrespective of whether they have generated a spill or not. A dedicated section presents the details of the oil spill events with related JIV Report and pictures (the events reported are on oil spills equal to or higher than 1 barrel). This threshold allows us to focus on disclosing the causes and the impacts of the significant events and on a monthly basis.

The oil spill response process, as requested by Nigerian legislation, is defined and implemented by NAOC JV through the Oil Spill Management Procedure and System.

In March 2015, NAOC JV commissioned a third party Certification Body to carry out an independent compliance assessment of the oil spill response process, addressing the period 2007-2014 for about 3900 spill events. The aim was to ensure that NAOC JV Oil Spill Management System fully operates in line with Company standards, local laws and regulations including the Environmental Guidelines and Standards for the Petroleum Industry in Nigeria – EGASPIN, and National Oil Spill Detection and Response Agency Act 2006 No. 15, as well as applicable international standards. The result of the assessment confirmed that NAOC JV Oil Spill Management System is compliant with Company Standards, Local Regulatory framework, and applicable international standards.

In November 2017, a second compliance assessment was performed for NOO spills which occurred between 2015 – 2016. The result of the assessment confirmed that NAOC JV maintained and improved the Oil Spill Management System in order to ensure the continuous compliance with Company standards, local laws and regulations as well as international standards. The reassessment of NAOC JV Oil Spill Management System is carried out regularly every two years, and the third one is scheduled for 2019. Furthermore, NAOC JV environmental procedures are ISO 14001 certified and aligned with the Company standards, Nigerian Law and international standards. Therefore, these allegations are strongly rejected.

Cfr. "Total spill figures: NOSDRA has reported a higher number than ENI since 2011, revealing that ENI is under-reporting the number of spills from its network of pipelines and wells".

National Oil Spill Detection and Response Agency (NOSDRA) publishes the spill statistics for all the Nigerian Oil Companies on [https://oilspillmonitor.ng/](https://oilspillmonitor.ng/)

As published on the web site, the Nigerian Oil Spill Monitor gives public access to official data on oil spills collected by NOSDRA, the Nigerian environmental regulator. On clicking 'explore oil spill map', a menu with specific research criteria pops up on the screen. It is
possible to select the incident period (i.e. all the events after January 2011), the Company (i.e. NAOC JV) and the status of the record captured by the database (i.e. spill confirmed, invalid: mistakenly reported, new, reviewed: awaiting confirmation). The results show that numbers of NOSDRA and NAOC JV are aligned since 2013 (2% of error in database can be reasonably accounted) and for 2014-2015 NAOC JV has reported a higher number of Oil Spill compared to NOSDRA. Please consider that this misinterpretation for 2016 and 2017 can be explained by the fact that from 2016, in line with the Industry practices, only spills with volumes greater than 1 bbl are reported on NAOC JV web-site while NOSDRA reports all of them. All oil spills events are eventually accounted for in our database anyway.

Data from JIVs is recorded on the NAOC JV Internal management system at the same time when official FORMs are filled in and sent to the Authorities. Such a system minimizes human errors in data recording.

The fact that the JIV reports are publicly available, makes it possible to compare key data agreed on the field, and those reported by the company. At the end of the Joint Investigation Visit, each JIV signatory party receives a copy of the investigation report. Moreover, the digital copy of the JIV report is available on the NAOC sustainability website.

Eni is committed to respecting human rights in line with the UN Guiding Principles for Business and Human Rights (UNGPR) adopted by the United Nations in 2011, and as acknowledged in the OCS Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. Respect for human rights is enshrined in Eni’s Sustainability Policy, in the Code of Ethics and in the Guidelines for the Protection and Promotion of Human Rights. All documents are mandatory applied by Eni SpA and by all its subsidiaries, including NAOC.

Key Finding 4 - Request for Information

NAOC JV aims to achieve “zero oil spills” target. The actions already put in place will be continuously reinforced through:

- Prevention by asset integrity, pipeline replacement program, removal of old clamps
- Early detection by:
  - Increased overfly surveillance and community engagement for surveillance on ground
  - Test and deployment of technologies for the real-time monitoring and surveillance of pipelines
- Containment and recovery by:
- Improved oil spill tracking system by geo-referenced localization of the sabotage points to better address response strategy
- Customized technology for prompt pipeline repair

- Local Development and Sustainability by promoting community investment projects, local content, stakeholders’ engagement.

- Environmental Conservation: Awareness Campaign Program:
  - The Program aims to deliver at grass root level awareness on the dangers the entire ecosystem faces following sabotage acts on oil infrastructures
  - The program is targeting community members as well as representatives of institutions and regulators in charge of Niger Delta environment protection
  - From 2017, a series of public awareness campaigns has started in the most sensitive areas of NAOC JV operations

We trust that the above information contributes to a more accurate understanding of the complex situation of the Niger Delta, as well as of the actions that NAOC and its partners are actively pursuing in contributing to the Nigerian Government’s efforts in addressing that matter.

As anticipated above, we remain available for any further clarification you consider appropriate.

Yours Faithfully,

NIGERIAN AGIP OIL COMPANY LIMITED

Massimo Frulla
Vice Chairman/Managing Director

Cc:
*Elisa Santemma – Relazioni Istituzionali - Amnesty International Italia*
The Shell Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria Limited  
Shell Industrial Area, Rumukolokolo  
P.O. Box 255, Port Harcourt  
Rivers State  
Nigeria  
Internet: www.shellnigeria.com

Amnesty International,  
International Secretariat,  
Peter Benenson House,  
1 East Street London WC1X 0DW,  
United Kingdom.

March 9, 2018

Our ref: SPDC-2018-03-0000052

Dear Seema Joshi,

OPERATIONS OF THE SHELL PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED

We are in receipt of your letter dated March 2, 2018 addressed to the Chief Executive Officer of Royal Dutch Shell regarding the operations of The Shell Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria Ltd (SPDC) in the Niger Delta.

As operator of a joint venture, where the government-owned Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation has a majority interest, SPDC continues to work with federal and state government agencies, communities and civil society to create a safe operating environment.

The allegations in your letter against SPDC are false, without merit and fail to recognise the complex environment in which we operate where security, a sole prerogative of government, remains a major concern with persisting incidents of criminality, kidnapping, vandalism, threats from self-described militant groups, etc. We value our joint venture partners, host communities, NGOs, and other key stakeholders and continue to work with them to address the challenges in our operating environment.

We note your comment that “Shell may be more transparent than other companies operating in the Niger Delta, since it publishes JV forms and other information.” This level of transparency has not come about by chance, but demonstrates our commitment to creating awareness and enhancing collaboration with key stakeholders on oil spill response and clean-up processes and deepening understanding of the complex and challenging environment in which SPDC operates.

SPDC has taken every opportunity to focus attention on the detrimental impact of oil theft and sabotage on the economy and environment in engagements with the media, government officials, diplomats and community people. Just last year, SPDC commenced a programme on two radio stations in Port Harcourt, the capital of Rivers State, offering a rare platform for people to address the many issues confronting the Niger Delta, among them oil spills and pollution. The programme is titled Canvas – The Niger Delta Roundtable.

Incorporated in Nigeria  
Managing Director: Osagie Okereke  
Director: Tuyi Ogbeaga, Philip Makeba, Uzoma Udeh,  
David Moten (British)  
Chairman: Ikpe  
Chief Financial Officer: Edun  
Register Number: 2000000014  
Secretary: Mike Cyprian Odetobiri

Amnesty International
NEGLIGENCE IN THE NIGER DELTA
DECODING SHELL AND ENI’S POOR RECORD ON OIL SPILLS
SPDC, in collaboration with government regulators, responds swiftly to spill incidents as quickly as it can and cleans up spills from its facilities regardless of the cause. We regularly test our emergency spill response procedures and capability to ensure staff and contractors can respond rapidly to an incident. However, response to spills, clean-up and remediation depend on access to the spill site and ultimately on the security of personnel and equipment while work is ongoing.

You may wish to read our sustainability reports for more information on our operations.

Finally, I would like to reiterate our commitment to carrying out operations in line with best practice in a responsible and environment-friendly manner.

Thank you.

Yours faithfully,
For: The Shell Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria Limited

Igo WELL
General Manager, External Relations

09/05/2018
NEGLIGENCE IN THE NIGER DELTA
DECODING SHELL AND ENI’S POOR RECORD ON OIL SPILLS

This ground breaking research project by Amnesty International has exposed evidence of serious negligence by oil giants Shell and Eni, whose irresponsible approach to oil spills in the Niger Delta is exacerbating an environmental crisis.

Through the Decoders network, an innovative platform developed by Amnesty International to crowdsourse human rights research, the organization enlisted thousands of supporters and activists to collect data about oil spills in the Niger Delta. According to this publicly available data, Amnesty International found that Shell and Eni are taking weeks to respond to reports of spills and publishing misleading information about the cause and severity of spills, which may result in communities not receiving compensation.

These findings confirm that Shell and Eni are failing to operate responsibly and in line with Nigerian law and best practice standards. Their failures are resulting in worse pollution in the Niger Delta, which has a negative impact on the rights of the people living there.